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Baseball
withdrawal

For sale: Old
village, pub

By Ron Rozelle

By John Toth

Contributing Editor

Sometime or another I stumbled
onto a piece in the paper about an
English village being put up for sale.
That’s right, an entire village due
north of Southampton, between Little
Down and Netherton, complete with
21 cottages, a big manor house,
a cricket pitch and pavilion, 1,500
acres of farmland, 425 acres of
woodland, and a church.
There’s even
a pub. Now,
really, how fine
would that be?
A cozy pub of
your own with a
roaring fire and
some nodding
THE WORDSMITH old characters in
cloth caps and
tweed jackets clutching steins of
ale and muttering things like “Here,
Here!” and “Cheerio!”.
The church, by the way, isn’t part
of the deal. In the article the estate
agent explains that it’s owned by
God and, as head of the Church
of England, by Queen Elizabeth.
That’s the second Queen Elizabeth
by the way, though this particular
church would have been owned at
one time by the first one also.
I don’t know if any sort of title
comes with this deal. But I doubt it.
I expect the Queen has something
to say about that, or I’d have to
be the son of a duke or an earl. If
my father, who spent all of his life
– except for his WWII service in the
South Pacific – in the piney woods of
East Texas, was ever a duke or an

(Continued on Page 11)
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Lake Jackson’s Festival of Lights features lots of fun, snow
The City of Lake Jackson’s Festival of Lights will be held Saturday,
Nov. 18, outside the Lake Jackson
Civic Center with stage performances and food and craft booths
beginning at 10 a.m.
There will be free children’s
games from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
a free snowland from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m.
There’s also a pet parade at 11
a.m., and registration is that morning at the SPCA booth. There is
no charge, but monetary or kennel
supply donations will be accepted.

Santa will be on the plaza from
noon to 3 p.m. to greet boys and
girls.
Wright’s Carnival will kick off the
fun on Thursday, Nov. 16 from 5
to 10 p.m. and 5 to 11 p.m. Friday,
Nov. 17. During the festival, carnival
hours will be noon to midnight on
Saturday, and then the carnival will

wrap everything up from noon to 5
p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 19. Wristband
prices will be $25 for every day but
Thursday, when they are $20 each.
Riders must wear closed-toe shoes.
The Parade of Lights will be at
7 p.m. and will wind around the
streets of downtown Lake Jackson.
For the stage entertainment
schedule, please see Festival of
Lights ad, which lists the groups
performing and times, inside this
issue, page 9. For additional information, please call (979) 415-2600,
or see www.lakejackson-tx-gov.

Baseball is over. The summer
has ended. The train has pulled out
of the station and is rolling back to
reality.
It was a long season, much longer
than previous years, but we didn’t
mind. We were excited, nervous,
anxious, excited again, more nervous, exhilarated, tired, sleepless
and excited and jubilant for one last
time. It was exhausting and a lot of
fun.
After all that daily drama, baseball
came to a dead stop, much like
slamming on the
breaks at 100
mph. The games
were over. What
are we going to
do tomorrow, we
asked.
“Pitchers and
report
catchers
RAMBLINGS
on Feb. 13,” commented a friend on Facebook.
Extreme withdrawal. We still
had the victory parade downtown.
He was already looking forward to
pre-season. Let Justin Verlander
get married, Carlos Correa enjoy his
engagement, and some of the players enjoy Disney World. We’ll have a
great time during the holidays, then
around the end of January, we can
start looking at spring training.
We don’t want that. We want
baseball.
“I woke up with elation yesterday.
Today I arose with depression – the
MLB season’s over. What? No game
tonight?” posted another friend.
Our way of life since April, when
George Springer started the season
with a homerun, has suddenly come
to a close. It was like saying goodbye to your childhood summer camp

(Continued on Page 7)
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BC’s College Fair Nov. 17 to answer students’ questions
For students with questions and
concerns about transferring to other
schools, Brazosport College’s 2017
College Fair has the answers.
Parents, students, teachers
and counselors from area school
districts, as well as local private and
charter schools, are invited to meet
with representatives from a number
of colleges and universities at the
College Fair on Wednesday, Nov.

15.
The event will be from 5:30 to
7:30 p.m. in the college’s Student
Pavilion area. Brazosport College is
located at 500 College Drive in Lake
Jackson.
A variety of institutions of higher
education will be represented at the
College Fair, including University
of Texas, Texas A&M, University
of Houston, Sam Houston State,

THEN I SHALL TAKE MY BUSINESS ELSEWHERE! A man
in the emergency room of a hospital in Tallahassee, Fla., was ordered
to calm down because he was being disruptive and upsetting other
patients. So he called 911 and asked for an ambulance to take him to
another hospital. He was arrested for misusing the emergency police
number.
HEY, I’M THE VICTIM HERE: A teenage girl called police to
report that two boys came to her home in Greenwood, Ind., and stole the
marijuana that she had intended to sell them. She will face charges.
DON’T YOU USE THAT ‘HEADACHE’ EXCUSE WITH ME,
BUSTER! A woman attacked a man in her home in New Port Richey,
Fla., because he refused to have an intimate relationship with her.
YOU’RE JUST A LITTLE TOO LATE, PAL: Burglars broke into
a pizza joint in Covina, Calif., and stole $1,500. After the owner opened
the place up a few hours later, a man with a knife walked in and tried to
rob the place. An officer on patrol arrested him.
A LOVELY MEMORY FOR THE BRIDE AND GROOM: During
a wedding reception at the Wildlife Prairie Park in Hanna City, Ill., two
intoxicated groomsmen and a guest climbed the fence and started chasing after bison that were grazing there. The animals remained calm until
security officers came and took the trespassers away.
SORRY FOR YOUR LOSS … CHOMP! CHOMP! A woman has
gone to almost every funeral at Holy Redeemer Church in Berkshire,
England, for the past 14 years so she can partake of the free food.
Mourners at one recent funeral said that they figured out that she does
not know the deceased, and that she was seen going at the buffet
spread “like there was no tomorrow.”
NOW THAT’S WHAT WE CALL A CLUE: A teenager who was
wanted for murder in Texas was arrested when he posted his location in
Los Angeles in a live video on social media.
WE APPRECIATE YOUR HONESTY, MA’AM: A woman went
into a liquor store in Saskatchewan and announced to employees that
she was going to steal a bottle of vodka, which she then proceeded to
do. She drank some of it down, then dropped the bottle on the ground
and then went to the Prince Albert Correctional Center, where she created a disturbance and was arrested. Drugs were thought to be a factor.
LE’TS CHECK THE TRAILER TO SEE WHAT WE’VE GOT
… UH-OH! Thieves stole an SUV with a U Haul trailer that contained
a dead man in a casket outside a motel in Albuquerque, N.M. The dead
man’s daughter was bringing her father’s body to Kirtland, N.M., from
Oklahoma for burial. The casket was recovered nearby.

Lamar, Texas Southern and Texas
Tech, along with a host of others.
Among the types of questions
that can be answered on the spot
include costs, financial aid, scholarships, academic programs and
entrance requirements. Information
on admissions and transfers will
also be available.
The College Fair is carefully
planned to be a valuable, educational and goal-planning resource
for area high school communities.
The event is an effective, convenient and cost-efficient method
to help parents as they develop
strategies for their child’s higher
education.
The College Fair is a collaborative effort between BC and the independent school districts of Angleton
(AISD), Brazosport (BISD), and
Columbia/Brazoria (C/BISD), and
is held in the Student Pavilion area,
located on the first floor of the college, next to the library. For more
information, contact Phil Robertson
at (979) 230-3236 or at phil.robertso
n@brazosport.edu.
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Society of St. Stephen selling Christmas wreaths
Society of St. Stephen is selling fresh fragrant 22” Christmas wreaths.
Wreaths will arrive the week after Thanksgiving and can be picked up at
Chapelwood Methodist Church in Lake Jackson or delivered locally. They
are $25.
Profits will benefit those in need in our community with rent or utility expenses. Society of St. Stephen is supported by 3 Lake Jackson
churches; Chapelwood United Methodist, Christ Lutheran, and First
United Methodist. To order wreaths, or for more information, email:
societyofst.stephen@gmail.com or call (979) 798-0829 or 297-7953. The
deadline to order is Nov. 17.

Strange but True

By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
Q. Nature is filled with superlatives — the oldest, the tallest,
the stoutest. How is Thimmamma Marrimanu one of the
crown jewels of sorts?
A. This banyan tree with its
numerous trunks and complex
root system has the biggest tree
canopy on the planet, spreading
out nearly five acres, reports Ben
Crair in “Smithsonian” magazine.
The banyan tree is the national
tree of India. Legend has it that
this particular one grew from
the spot where Thimmamma
Marrimanu threw herself on her
husband’s funeral pyre in 1433
and “because of her sacrifice,
one of the poles supporting the
pyre grew into a tree with mystical powers.” The local forest
department supports the tree’s
continued growth, making it still
remarkably healthy at more than
550 years old.
Other superlatives of the
leafy variety include Hyperion
in Redwood National Park in
California, the tallest tree at 3,791
feet; Methuselah in California’s
White Mountains, “a 4,765-yearold Great Basin bristlecone pine
germinated during the Bronze
Age”; El Arbol del Tule in Oaxaca,

Mexico, a Montezuma cypress
whose trunk measures 148 feet
around; and Echo Caves Fig in
Ohrigstad, South Africa, a wild
fig whose roots reach 400 feet
underground.
And in California’s Sequoia
National Park stands General Sherman, a giant sequoia
declared the world’s largest tree
in 1931, with a wood volume of
52,500 cubic feet.
Q. It’s been said that plants
can hear music and grow better
in a musical setting. Is this
true?
A. No, but scientists have
confirmed that plants do respond
to certain sounds, such as the
gurgle of water through a pipe or
the buzzing of insects, says Marta
Zaraska in “Scientific American”
magazine. In a recent study,
evolutionary biologist Monica
Gagliano and her team placed
pea seedlings in pots shaped
like an upside-down Y, with one
arm placed in dry soil, the other
connected to a water source.
Invariably, the roots grew toward
the fluid. Another study showed
that the rock cress could distinguish between wind vibrations
and caterpillar chewing sounds;
the plant produced more chemical
toxins after “hearing” a recording
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of feeding insects. Finally, there’s
“buzz pollination,” in which a bee
buzzing at a particular frequency
was shown to stimulate pollen
release.
As to whether acoustic pollution
affects plants, Zaraska comments,
“The next time you turn on a leaf
blower or a hedge trimmer in your
garden, consider the lilies.”
Q. Is the “non-equilibrium
system of interacting particles”
getting to you? You’re not
alone. How so?
A. That’s physicists’ talk for
vehicular traffic, says Gemma
Tarlach in “Discover” magazine.
“Traffic jams develop spontaneously when vehicle density
exceeds a critical level, beyond
which minor fluctuations in the
flow of individual vehicles destabilize the whole thing” (“New
Journal of Physics”). It appears
that neither construction nor accidents are directly responsible for
congestion.
According to the World Health
Organization, some 1.25 million
people die every year in traffic accidents, half of whom are
defined “as vulnerable road users
on foot, bicycle or motorcycle.”
And traffic pollution was linked
to asthma, pulmonary disease,
eczema and even food allergies.
Even more vulnerable in sheer
numbers are other species,
including birds, which worldwide
die at a rate of about a quarter of
a billion annually. Yet some birds
such as roadkill-eating crows are
particularly adaptive, interrupting their meal to fly straight up or
walk to a different lane as traffic
approaches. As to how many
land animals are killed annually,
no single entity keeps track. But
“over a 17-month period, one
study documented more than
8,000 fatalities along a 1.1-mile
stretch of road in Indiana.”
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

Did you know?

• According to a study spanning
three years, U.S. states that spend
more on mental health services are
less likely to have school shootings.
• Late sleepers eat fewer vegetables and more fast food, and are
less physically active.

Please tell our advertisers that you
saw their ads in The Bulletin.
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released its money-saving selection of 2017’s Best Military Credit
Cards, along with the results of its
metrics, ranging from share of
2017 Veterans Day Money Survey,
military skill-related jobs to houswhich revealed that 72 percent of
ing affordability to availability of VA
Americans would rather declare
health facilities.
bankruptcy than fight in a war, plus
In addition, WalletHub also

Best, worst places for veterans

WalletHub has released its report
on 2017’s Best & Worst Places for
Veterans to Live.
The report compares the 100
largest U.S. cities across 17 key

a whole lot more.
Here are some highlights from
each report:
Best Cities for Veterans
1 Austin, TX
2 Colorado Springs, CO
3 Virginia Beach, VA
4 Raleigh, NC
5 Plano, TX
6 Tampa, FL
7 Fremont, CA
8 Seattle, WA

9 San Diego, CA
10 Boise, ID
Worst Cities for Veterans
92 San Bernardino, CA
93 Toledo, OH
94 North Las Vegas, NV
95 Birmingham, AL
96 Memphis, TN
97 Hialeah, FL
98 Baltimore, MD
99 Newark, NJ
100 Detroit, MI
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Record air passengers expected for Thanksgiving

The state fair placebo cone effect

The demand for air travel continues to surge, with U.S. carriers expected
to fly a record 28.5 million passengers over the Thanksgiving holiday, a 3
percent increase from the previous year.
Despite the continued growth in passengers, the nation’s airlines are starting to report a drop in profits.
Industry trade group Airlines for America predicted that the increase in
passengers for the Thanksgiving period, from Nov. 17 to Nov. 28. The same
group said rising expenses — in particular an 8.1 percent increase in labor
costs and 17 percent rise in fuel costs — are cutting into profits.
During the first nine months of the year, the nine biggest carriers reported
total pretax profits of $14.7 billion, which is a margin of 12 percent. That’s
down from $18.4 billion, or a margin of 15.5 percent, in the comparable
period last year, the group reported.

By Sue Hubbard, M.D.

Los Angeles Times (TNS)

My Answer by Billy Graham

Read the Bible slowly, and in segments
Q: I’ve tried several times to
read the Bible, but I’ve finally
given up. It’s just too big and
too confusing. Maybe it’s just
for preachers and Bible teachers and people like that. I know I
sure haven’t gotten anything out
of it. - J. McF.
A: Let me assure you that the
Bible isn’t just for preachers or
Bible teachers; it’s for everyone!
God gave the Bible to us, and He
wants every one of us to be able
to read it and learn from it. The
Psalmist said, “It gives understanding to the simple” (Psalm 119:130).
How can you begin to discover
the Bible’s treasures for yourself? Let me make several brief
suggestions. First, read the Bible
intelligently. Get a Bible you can
understand - a reliable modern
translation with print you can
easily read. (My wife used to say

that the devil liked nothing better
than Bibles with print so small you
couldn’t read them!) Your local
Christian bookstore can help you
with this.
Then read the Bible systematically. Don’t skip around; begin
reading a portion of a book every
day. I suggest beginning with
Psalms, or with the Gospel of John,
which tells us who Jesus is and
what He has done for us. Don’t try
to read too much; you might read
only a paragraph or so at first.
Before you start, ask God to help
you understand it, and then read
it thoughtfully and carefully. What
does it tell us about God, or Jesus,
or how God wants us to live?
Finally, read the Bible obediently.
What does God want to teach
you through this passage? What
difference should it make in your
life? Make the Bible part of your
life every day, and God will use it
to change you into the person He
wants you to be
Tribune Media Services
(Send your queries to “My Answer,” c/
o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway,
Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

www.kidsdr.com

If you have never been to
the Texas State Fair, you don’t
know what you are missing. Just
a few of the highlights include the
automobile show, followed by the
agricultural areas, the animals
being shown and auctioned, and
the incredible number of canned
goods and baked goods with prizewinning ribbons.
Then there is Big Tex and the
midway, where you can find any
number of fried foods: fried cookie
dough, fried Oreos, fried peanut
butter and jelly, and the favorite
corny dogs! But many kids prefer
cotton candy and snow cones,
which come in any color and flavor
you can imagine.
One young mother was in the

office the other day after spending
a day with her kids at the fair. Not
only is it overwhelming in its vast
size, it is also an expensive outing
for a family; especially with children
who “want one of everything.” She
told me that her children had “blown

The Kid’s Doctor
through” their money on food and
games when one of the children
wanted another snow cone. She
was trying to explain that the child
could not have anything else when
she came up with the cleverest idea.
How about a marshmallow
snow cone? I must say I was a bit
confused. She told me she went
and got ice chips and put them in a
cup and told the children they were
marshmallow snow cones, and that

is why they were white and not
colored. The children LOVED them
and were thrilled that their mother
had acquiesced for another treat.
Everyone walked happily to the
car eating their marshmallow snow
cones, and they were very content.
The ride home was without tantrums or tears.
What an ingenious mother!
Thinking on her feet and saving
money, and everyone was happy.
The placebo effect at its best.
(Dr. Sue Hubbard is an awardwinning pediatrician, medical
editor and media host. “The Kid’s
Doctor” TV feature can be seen
on more than 90 stations across
the U.S. Submit questions at
http://www.kidsdr.com. The Kid’s
Doctor e-book, “Tattoos to Texting:
Parenting Today’s Teen,” is now
available from Amazon and other
e-book vendors.)
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Lobster used to be cheap, aplenty during colonial days
By Barbara Quinn

The Monterey County Herald (TNS)

A“Welcome leaf peepers,”
announced the sign in front of a
New Hampshire restaurant we
visited. That’s what the locals call
those of us who travel to New
England to see the amazing array
of fall colors.
“We just call you peepers
for short,” my cousin informed
me. His brother-in-law further
explained how to understand
New Englanders’ pronunciation of
certain words.
“If a word ends in an ‘a’ they
pronounce it with an ‘er,” he said.
“And if it ends with an ‘er’ they
say ‘ah.’ So…’Sheila from Dover”
becomes “Sheiler from Dovah.”
We all laughed.
We’d spent the day seeing the
sights and sampling the seafood
from this region, including whole
belly clams (delicious but don’t
tell me what they are) and clam
“chowdah.” Then my New England hosts decided it was time for
me to learn how to eat “lobstah”
beyond my previous experience of

Try us out for a month, and you’ll
agree that advertising in The Bulletin
is good for your business. Call (979)
849-5407.

simply scooping it out of a tail.
So I donned my plastic bib and
followed Bridget’s instructions. She
insisted I find every last bit of meat
from this soft shell specimen on my
plate.
Besides being a bit of a challenge to eat, Maine lobster has a
history. According to the Gulf of
Maine Research Institute, lobsters

Quinn on Nutrition
were so plentiful in colonial days
that they were considered poverty
food. In fact, indentured servants
who agreed to work seven years
to pay for their passage to America
became so tired of eating lobster
that they finally put in their contracts
that they would not be forced to eat
lobster more than 3 times a week.
Nutritionally, one cup of lobster
meat provides 129 calories — primarily from protein; as much protein
as 4 ounces of meat. Lobster is also
a good source of zinc — a mineral
that helps the body process protein,
fight infections and heal wounds.

Like other shellfish, lobster
meat is extremely low in fat (only
about 1 gram per cup of meat).
Lobster does contain cholesterol,
however; one cup of lobster has
more cholesterol than an egg yolk.
Remember though, recent findings
tell us that cholesterol in our diet is
not the main culprit of excess cholesterol that can clog our blood.
That distinction goes to saturated
fat, which is very very low (less
than a half gram) in lobster.
We completed our leaf peeping
journey through New England and
into Canada. And I was reminded
how different locales offer their
own unique foods to enjoy. And
yes, these regional favorites can fit
into a healthful eating style.
Check out My Plate, My State at
www.ChooseMyPlate.gov/MyState
to find facts and recipes for foods
and flavors from your area of the
country.
Quinn is a registered dietitian
and certified diabetes educator
affiliated with Community Hospital
of the Monterey Peninsula.
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Baseball, like summer camp, leaves a gap when it’s over
(Continued from Page 1)

buddies and then realizing on the
train ride home that you would really
prefer to be at camp still.
I got that feeling each time I left
camp. It was awful. Two months
earlier the summer seemed endless, and I didn’t have a care in the
world. The train ride home was long

and lonely compared to the constant
flurry of the camp life. I didn’t really
want to be on that train, and I didn’t
want to go back to the reality. I liked
it in camp. It was special, exciting,
an instant social setting where the
biggest problem I had was how
neatly I made my bed in the morning.

The escape was over back then,
just as the escape into baseball
world came to an end just recently.
“I will probably watch some of the
postseason reruns, starting with the
Red Sox series,” said yet another
friend.
Ah, yes, an attempt to continue
the escape, but it’s artificial. I’ll
probably catch some of those
games also, but I already know the
outcome. It’s just entertainment.
Baseball is drama, excitement, disappointment all packed into a game
– a way of life. It’s mental summer
camp.
“I know – each fall it’s so sad
when baseball ends! The summer
is over, and we have to wait until
April!” the comments continued.
After a night of celebrating that
we now have a world championship
team in Houston, after a fantastic
paradae in downtown Houston, that
lonely train ride home was very hard
for many of us.
No more food fights, cheering,
bunk raids, cook-outs, overnight
hikes, sailing, water skiing, just
silence as the train rolled through
the countryside and into the city.
Real life would soon pick up where I
left it a couple of months earlier.
A punch in the gut all the way
home.
But time takes care of it. Memories of summer were replaced with
class schedules and a brand new
group of friends as well as some old
ones.
Thanksgiving kicks off the holiday
season in a couple of weeks. Baseball will be a distant memory as the
football and basketball seasons
heat up.
It’s not the same, I know. Those
two are just sports. But they are a
good substitute until the train pulls
into the station again, ready to take
you back to summer camp, where
the escape picks up again, right
where it left off on Nov. 1, 2017.

If you like reading
The Bulletin each
week, pick up an
extra copy for a
friend. Please let our
advertisers know
that you saw their ad.

The best of post-season baseball in print

From the New York Times
“How did that happen?” said the
Astros owner Jim Crane, his face
flush, as he stood in a hallway
near the home clubhouse. “It was
like Frazier against Ali out there.”
From sbnation.com
“There are no perfect teams.
There are just good teams who
get shot into the pinball machine
and cascade down. The Dodgers
were perfect, and then the Astros
turned it all around. I’m not quite
sure how it happened, but the
important part is that they aren’t,
either.”
From the New York Times
HOUSTON — No team in
baseball slugs like the Houston
Astros. Their hitting coach, Dave
Hudgens, tells them not to swing
unless they think they can hit a

home run. In the first two games of
these playoffs, they have slammed
six. Their ballpark locomotive,
which clangs merrily above left
field after every big hit, has been
rolling.
The Astros have blitzed the
Boston Red Sox with consecutive
8-2 victories, sending the visitors
trudging back to Fenway Park with
train whistles ringing through their
skulls.
From the New York Post
“The Yankees are on the brink
of a World Series invite because
they have done the baseball version of holding the Warriors to 80
points per game in a playoff series
or restricting a Tom Brady offense
to a few field goals.”
(Editor: Being on the “brink”
doesn’t count. Congrats Astros!)
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News from the Brazoria County Library System
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Pets need a balanced diet to avoid weight gain, problems
By the Texas A&M University College
of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical
Sciences

Like humans, pets can develop
excess body fat that can lead to
serious health problems, such
as diabetes or degenerative joint
disease. But how can you tell if your
pet is obese?
Dr. Audrey Cook, associate
professor at the Texas A&M College
of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical
Sciences, offers some insight.
“It can be hard for owners to
determine if their pet is at an ideal
weight, so ask your veterinarian
for their opinion,” Cook said. “In
addition, you can check your pet’s
weight regularly at home to catch

weight gain early.”
Obesity is a serious health
condition that can directly impact a
pet’s lifespan and quality of life. For
instance, an obese pet may have
difficulty breathing, become fatigued
with routine exercise, and be unable
to groom itself effectively. Although
obesity is treatable, in most cases,
it takes time and dedication to
a create and maintain a healthy
lifestyle.
“In general, feeding the appropriate amount of a high-quality diet,
combined with regular exercise and
limited treats, is the best way to
keep your pet in good shape,” Cook
said.
With so many different brands
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of pet food available, creating a
high-quality diet can be confusing
or even challenging. Cook advises
that consulting with your veterinarian about the ingredients in your
pet’s food can ensure that your furry
friend is getting the nutrients they
need. As far as exercise, aim to give
Fido a daily walk and encourage
indoor Fluffy to play, chase toys,
and “hunt” for food.
Besides diet and exercise, there
are other factors that may contribute to the development of obesity,
including orthopedic disease, which
can limit an animal’s mobility, or an
under-active thyroid gland (more
common in dogs), which can cause
substantial weight gain.

If you enjoy reading The Bulletin weekly,
please tell a friend about us and pick up an
extra copy. To advertise, call 979-849-5407.
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Market Days this weekend
How Moody Gardens built Ice Land and keeps it frozen Angleton’s
Angleton’s Market Days is a great place to shop for holiday decorations,
By Sharon Toth
Publisher

The name may be Ice Land, but
a tropical rain forest of colorfully
sculpted birds, animals, reptiles
and insects awaits visitors to this
holiday feature of Moody Gardens.
This is the fourth year that
Moody Gardens has hosted Iceland. It will be open Nov. 11 to Jan.
7 during Moody Gardens’ annual
holiday celebration, Festival of
Lights, but has its own admission
charge.
Twenty five ice sculptors from
Harbin, China have transformed
300-pound blocks of ice - 2 millions pounds total - to fit the Rainforest Holiday theme to fill 17,000
square feet of exhibit space,
where the temperature hovers at
nine degrees Fahrenheit.
The sprawling white tent that
houses Ice Land sits a short distance between the Visitors Center
/ Rainforest pyramid and the
Moody Gardens Hotel, so when
entering the venue, the front parking area is the closest, if it isn’t full.
Inside the tent, there’s a photo
backdrop and room for plenty of
family to take your own souvenir
picture.
As visitors enter the chilled
scenery, they will notice the rainforest’s leaf cutter ants carrying
Christmas ornaments to a holiday
setting, and there’s a magnifying
glass overhead, which symbolically serves to enlarge the size of
the inhabitants of the rainforest to
visitors.
The ants may be some of the
smaller inhabitants of the rainforest, but as in real life, the size of
its inhabitants are not always an
indication of their importance. In
Iceland, their carved presence
guides visitors throughout the different scenes inside the tent. (Real
leaf cutter ants can be seen at
an exhibit in the newly renovated
Aquarium at Moody Gardens in
the blue pyramid.)
Adjacent to it is a lit-up pyramid, symbolic of Moody Gardens’
three featured pyramids, which
focus on conservation education in
an entertaining manner.
The birds of the rainforest
- including scarlet ibises and
macaws - are some of the most

Artists put the final touches on one of the scenes at Ice Land in Moody
Gardens, Galveston Island.
colorful sculptures in Ice Land. We
watched on a recent visit as the ice
artists wrapped up the last details
of the scenes, including attaching
a beak to a minor bird by “gluing”
it on with water under the watchful
eye of their boss, Qui Guanghui,
“Mr. Chu,” It is so cold inside the
tent that the water acts like glue to
attach the pieces of ice sculpture
together. The team mixes milk and
paint to achieve the different colors
for the ice.
Ashley Tompkins with Moody
Gardens media relations said that
“Mr. Chu” is a highly recognized and
award-winning ice artist in China.
He works on much bigger ice sculpture projects in China and elsewhere, she said, adding there are
even cities built of ice in China. The
team has been working on Galveston’s Iceland for 45 days, having put
in more than 1,000 hours.
There’s a nice scene called “the
water’s edge,” where an abundance
of rainforest wildlife can be found,
including large lizards, sea otters
and waterfowl.
Around the corner, a snow-tipped
Christmas tree, and by it, Santa,
standing in a canoe. This is probably, I’m guessing, the destination of
those cutter ants with their ornaments and gifts.
And then there is what is considered the most enjoyable part of Ice
Land by many visitors - three 36foot-tall slides, side-by-side, made
of ice, for all ages to enjoy. Nearby,
is Shivers bar - yes, a small ice bar
where the bar and the stools are
made of ice also and where some
of the adults may want to drop by

briefly to try a limited selection of
beverages.
Ice Land visitors will be loaned
parkas inside the tent before
entering the frozen exhibit, which
will be returned before exiting, but
we recommend that our readers
may want to dress in layers for
it, maybe wear their own jackets,
and the parkas also. Wearing a
knit cap or hat and some good
gloves, or a couple of pair of knit
gloves, and possibly a scarf for
the neck, can make a big difference in the comfort level. If it’s
warm on the day of your visit, then
taking a tote bag in which to store
the peeled-off layers of clothing
after leaving Ice Land, is a good
idea.
Admission for adults to Ice
Land, the only ice sculpture
exhibition on the Gulf Coast, is
$26.95, and it is discounted to
$21.95 for children and senior citizens, while children 3 and under
are free.
Admission to the one-mile trail
of lighted and decorated scenes
on Moody Gardens grounds for
Festival of Lights 6-10 p.m. nightly
is $15.95 for anyone older than 3.
There are value passes and
discounts available, including
Military Monday, Senior Tuesday
and Mommy Wednesday for $30
passes to some attractions.
On Thursday nights, take a
canned food and two get into
Festival of Lights (but not Ice
Land) for the price of one. See
moodygardens.org or call 1-800582-4673 for more about rates,
discounts and hours.

tasty condiments - such as local honey, sauces, salsas, jellies and other
goodies - cute clothing, and lots of unique home and personal items.
The bi-annual Market Days event (in the spring and fall) will be Saturday,
Nov. 18, and Sunday, Nov. 19, at the Brazoria County Fairgrounds with more
than 200 merchants spread out inside and outside the main buildings, and it
is held no matter the weather.
This holiday version of the giant market will be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday and from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday.
In addition to free admission, there is free parking at the fairground’s massive parking lot.
This year the Salt Grass Antique Tractor Club will be displaying some
unique farm machinery, and there are usually a few food trucks selling
snacks or light lunches.
Editors Tip: Take plenty of cash because many of the vendors don’t accept
credit cards.

Jobs up in Oct., but wages stagnate
Tribune Washington Bureau (TNS)

WASHINGTON — U.S. job creation, slowed to a crawl by the hurricanes in
September, fired back up last month as employers added more than a quarter-million new jobs. But for most workers, bigger wage gains remain elusive.
The government’s latest report on national employment, released Friday,
showed that the labor market remains resilient. Employment snapped back
last month with the addition of 261,000 jobs, after Hurricanes Harvey and
Irma depressed payrolls in September. Workers at restaurants and bars
returned to their jobs. Hiring in manufacturing picked up, even as it languished at retailers.
The unemployment rate fell to a 17-year low of 4.1 percent.
Although last month’s rate decline was because of a large drop in the size
of the labor force, measures of unemployment and under-employment have
come down significantly this year. The number of employees who are working part-time involuntarily — either because they could not find full-time jobs
or could not get more hours from their employers — has declined by about
1.1 million from the start of the year.
For those with college degrees, the unemployment figure is now down to
2 percent. And the rate for those with less than high school diplomas, 5.7
percent in October, is the lowest in at least 25 years.
And yet, there is little indication that workers are broadly getting higher
pay.
The Labor Department report said that average hourly earnings for all
private-sector workers dropped 1 cent per month, to $26.53,
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For sale: An entire English village, complete with pub
(Continued from Page 1)

earl he never mentioned it.
And I have to wonder how kindly
the residents of the village would
take to a Yank owning the town
where some of them have spent
their entire life. But selling things to
America isn’t exactly a new concept
for the British. They even sold
London Bridge – that’s right, the
one you used to sing about – to a
land developer a few decades ago.
That thousand year old bridge now
spans a lake in a Lake Havasu City,
Arizona.
Being Texan, born and bred, I
guess I wouldn’t mind owning a
town hereabouts, but they don’t
generally have cricket pitches or
ivy-covered cottages or eight-hundred-year-old churches, so if what
I’m wanting in a village is something
straight out of a Jane Austin novel

I’ll have to cast my nest wider than
Texas and relocate.
So I’ll more than likely just stay
put.
Still, being the sole owner of
Linkenholt, that’s the name of the
place that’s for sale, would be quite
the feather in one’s cap, wouldn’t
you agree? After all, the closest
most of us will ever come to owning
a village will be having one of those
little ceramic sets of snow-covered
cottages and shops that gets put on
display at Christmastime.
What prompted all of this daydreaming when I learned of a village
in England going on the market was
the idea that, as a writer, I might
think up new stories to convey and
better ways to tell them in that land
of so many great yarn spinners. I
imagine Shakespeare, Dickens, the
Bronte sisters, Tennyson and Yeats

each sitting in big comfy wingbacked chairs in the glow of their
cottage’s fireplace scribbling their
masterpieces on winter nights while
smoking their pipes (the Bronte
sisters probably didn’t smoke pipes,
who knows?),
But I tell participants in my writing
workshops that it doesn’t matter
where you write, as long as you
take your very best stab at it. It
doesn’t stand to reason that I’d be
any better at it in an English village
than I am on the Texas gulf coast. A
few literary critics I’ve fallen victim
to would completely agree with that
assessment.
So, in light of the fact that I fall
far shy of having the 32 million
dollar asking price for Linkenholt,
I’ll just have to soldier on writing
here at home, stopping every once
in a while to image that’s a lush
British landscape outside my study’s
window, and not my front yard that
probably needs mowing.
Ron Rozelle’s columns can be
accessed at ronrozellewordsmith
.wordpress.com. He is the author
of “Writer’s Digest’s Write Great
Fiction: Description & Setting,”
and nine other books of fiction and
nonfiction.

Pandora loses
listeners, revenue
The Mercury News (TNS)

OAKLAND, Calif. — Pandora has
said it ended its third quarter with
73.7 million active listeners, more
than 7 million fewer than it had in the
comparable quarter last year.
Declining listener numbers, along
with weaker-than-expected advertising revenue and a disappointing
fourth-quarter forecast, had investors
tuning Pandora out, as the company’s shares fell by almost 25 percent.
Pandora still has more listeners
than Apple Music, which has 27
million paying subscribers. But the
Oakland-based music streaming
business trails its other major rival,
Spotify, which has 140 million active
listeners, including 60 million who
pay a monthly fee for on-demand
streaming and to avoid listening to
commercials with their music.
Pandora launched Pandora Premium, its $9.99-a-month on-demand
music-streaming option, only in
March.
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SIDELINE CHATTER
By Dwight Perry

WHICH LOOKS BETTER?

High heat? Not a problem.
The thermometer was at 103
degrees — believed to be a World
Series record — when Game 1
began in Los Angeles on Tuesday
night.
If Mother Nature has any sense
of humor, when the Dodgers and
Astros take the field to open the
2018 season it’ll be snowy and
35.
Zeroed in
Here’s one NFL record that
might never be broken: The
Cardinals got shut out in London
the same day the Broncos got
blanked in Los Angeles — 5,447
miles apart.
Smart thinking
UPS will deliver an estimated
750 million packages between
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
So it’s a good thing the Phoenix
Suns are mailing it in early this
year.
Not a ‘Longest Yard’ fan
The Texans’ Bob McNair,
discussing protesting players with
his fellow owners, said, “We can’t
have the inmates running the
prison.”
There went O.J.’s hopes of
making his NFL comeback in
Houston.
On the big screen
The New Jersey Devils boast
the world’s largest high-def
scoreboard/video screen — the
equivalent of 1,300 50-inch TVs.
It’s so immense, fans say, that
on replays you can almost see
the puck.
Losing twice over
North Carolina point guard Joel
Berry broke his hand punching a
door after a teammate beat him in
a video game.
No truth to the rumor that Berry
immediately made like Mario and
shrunk to half-size.
Money where his mouth is
Steph Curry has been fined
$50,000 for throwing his mouthpiece during a game, but no
worries.
Curry figures to get it all back
— and more — when it’s auctioned off on eBay.

Find many more of these at boredpanda.com

The Seattle Times (TNS)

Heidi Klum or this car wash brush?

What were they thinking?

I THINK I’LL WAIT: Not that I am anti-social, but there is no hurry, is
there? Maybe later, like much later. Go ahead and start without me.

Spectacular newspaper corrections

Lady Gaga or this patio heater?
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LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Group events and activities
might have a pointed agenda. In the week ahead, it might
be in your best interest to find ways to have a good time
with friends. You can plan a shopping spree or a night out
with buddies.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You may receive pleasant reminders that you are loved and valued as this week
unfolds. Focus on making a partnership stronger and
enjoy supportive relationships. Your smallest efforts may
add up to large achievements.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): All things come to
those who wait. This week you can adjust your viewpoint
if you focus on being patient. Rather than rehashing the
past you can dream about ways you can achieve a better
future.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Whatever you can
imagine can become reality. You may be inspired to do
something important in the week ahead. You can count on
having the stamina to follow through on a project close to
your heart.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Frivolous fantasies
could develop in the week ahead. You may have your
heart riveted on the wrong person or thing. Your more
serious friends could keep you on the right path and
misplaced enthusiasms in check.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You are able to form a
sharp image of a fuzzy concept. Since you have the ability
to put your ideas into action, your week ahead can be
highly productive. Use your creativity and imagination in
constructive ways.

History of the World
Nov. 13: ON THIS DATE in
1789, Benjamin Franklin wrote a
letter to a friend in which he said, “In
this world nothing can be said to be
certain, except death and taxes.” In
1927, the Holland Tunnel opened
to the public, providing vehicular
access between New York City and
New Jersey beneath the Hudson
River.
Nov. 14: ON THIS DATE in
1851, Herman Melville’s novel
“Moby-Dick” was published in the
United States. In 1889, inspired by
author Jules Verne, New York World
reporter Nellie Bly set out to travel
around the world in fewer than 80
days. She made the trip in 72 days.
Nov. 15: ON THIS DATE in

1777, the Continental Congress
approved the Articles of Confederation, a precursor to the U.S.
Constitution. In 1926, the NBC radio
network went on the air with 24
stations.
Nov. 16: ON THIS DATE in
1864, Union Gen. William T. Sherman and his troops began their vindictive and destructive “March to the
Sea” through the South during the
Civil War. In 1933, the United States
and the Soviet Union established
diplomatic relations.
Nov. 17: ON THIS DATE in
1800, Congress first met in Washington in the partially completed
Capitol building. In 1869, the Suez
Canal opened in Egypt.

Did you know?

• ISIS members believe that they will go directly to hell if they are killed by
a woman, so they are terrified of female soldiers.
• Drinking alcohol actually makes you colder — alcohol causes your blood
to rush to the surface of your skin, where the heat dissipates.
• Studies have reported that most Irish and Britons are descendants of
farmers who left modern day Iraq and Syria 10,000 years ago.

By Mark Andrews

Tribune Content Agency

Nov. 18: ON THIS DATE in
1820, U.S. Navy Capt. Nathaniel
B. Palmer discovered Antarctica.
In 1978, the slayings of U.S. Rep.
Leo J. Ryan of California and four
others by members of the Peoples
Temple in Jonestown, Guyana,
were followed by a night of mass
murder and suicide among 912 cult
members.
Nov. 19: ON THIS DATE in
1493, Christopher Columbus discovered Puerto Rico for Spain on his
second voyage to the New World.
In 1863, President Lincoln delivered
his brief but now-iconic Gettysburg
Address on the site of the Civil War
battle fought four-and-a-half months
earlier in Pennsylvania.
Answer to last week’s
question: This week in 1982, the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial was
dedicated in Washington.
This week’s question: On
the same day in 1963 that President
Kennedy was assassinated, what
two famous English novelists died?

Jumble Answers
Jumbles: DIRTY HUMID INLAND BUFFET
Answer: While watching their kids play soccer, the parents had a -- FIELD DAY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Someone might appreciate your romantic side in the week ahead. A romantic
partner may command your attention and spark your
creativity. A friend or social group, however, could
distract you from duties.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Good intentions and
helpfulness might not be enough, as accuracy and
precision are needed to keep all the wheels turning
smoothly. Initiate important financial and business
projects in the second half of the week.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Work out details that
are sticky by being analytical rather than picky. In the
week ahead, you might find that someone close vacillates between being generous and economical. You
should learn to roll with the punches.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): You never appreciate
the highs until you get low. It is possible that you see
only what you want to see and become disillusioned in
the week ahead. Use that energy constructively to put
misconceptions to rest.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A brief period of misunderstanding could put you at odds with someone important
in the week to come. Romantic yearnings could cause
you to ignore wisdom and act against your better judgment, so be discreet.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You understand the
value of being practical as well as imaginative. Whatever challenges you encounter in the week ahead can
be put into better perspective by getting more information and being more understanding.
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MR. MORRIS

By Rick Brooks

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

THE MIDDLETONS

Did you know?

• There’s little evidence that
hunger is linked to how much we
eat—even if you’re well-fed, you’ll
still want more.
• A 2012 study found that more
than 80 percent of adults in Alaska
were registered organ donors,
compared to only 12.7 percent in
New York.
• Around 7 percent of all U.S.
households don’t have a bank

account.
• Around 24 million U.S. households have bank accounts, but rely
on services like pawn shops and
payday loans for their credit and
cash needs.
• A study found that football players ages 8 to 13 who have had no
concussion symptoms still show
changes linked to traumatic brain
injury.

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

By Davey Jones

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 Some square dancers
2 Settled on a branch
3 Zap
4 Involve in a complicated way
5 Negative decree
6 “8 Mile” rapper
7 “Breaking Bad” Emmy winner
Gunn
8 Buster Brown’s dog
9 Ground cover
10 Deeply religious
11 Dubai dignitaries
12 Link between speakers
13 Reviewers of academic essays
18 Atlanta university
19 Scary name in 2014 news
24 Kitchen gadgets
25 Five-time NBA MVP Bill
26 Wordless summons
27 Do another stint
28 Couple in a dinghy
29 Superfluity
30 Moviefone parent co.
33 Othello or Iago
34 Hula strings
35 Difficult spot
38 __ carte
39 Instrument panel array
41 Cunning
43 Adjuster’s concern
44 Beverages sometimes made
from potatoes
45 Archipelago parts
46 Relish
47 Chophouse choice
48 Quieted, in a way
51 Rate
52 Reason for cold compresses and
extra blankets
54 Chief god of Asgard
55 Literary sea captain
56 Large quantity
58 Sign of a canine excitement
59 Bridal bio word
(c)2017 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, INC.

Solutions

BOGGLE ANSWERS

21 Kilt wearer’s refusal
22 Destructive insect
23 Bering Sea port
25 Invigorates
26 Bug
31 Cocoon and Posturepedic
32 Parks in American history
33 Cuba libre ingredient
36 Confident
37 Flags down
39 Cuba libre ingredient

ROSE LILY IRIS PANSY DAISY BEGONIA GARDENIA

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week

ACROSS
1 Alpine racing obstacle
5 Whisks
10 Thought-provoking
14 Arkin of “Argo”
15 Prenatal test, for short
16 Former “Fashion Emergency”
host
17 Bug
20 Industrial Revolution power
source
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40 Decorates with Angel Soft, briefly
Complete the grid so each row, column
41 “Now that you mention it ... “
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
42 Places for French lessons
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
44 Bug
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
46 Backless furniture
49 Pallet piece
50 Put up with
51 One to hang with
53 Pro shop set
57 Bug
60 4-F’s opposite
61 Intense
62 Cuba libre ingredient
63 Part of a wine list
64 Migratory birds
65 It’s measured in inches
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Home remedies: Are natural remedies effective for depression?

Mayo Clinic News Network (TNS)

So-called natural remedies
for depression aren’t a replacement for medical diagnosis and
treatment. However, for some
people certain herbal and dietary
supplements do seem to work
well, but more studies are needed
to determine which are most likely
to help and what side effects
they might cause. Here are some
supplements that show promise:
St. John’s wort. This herbal
supplement isn’t approved by the
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) to treat depression in the
U.S., but it’s a popular depression

treatment in Europe. Although it
may be helpful for mild or moderate
depression, use it with caution. St.
John’s wort can interfere with many
medications, including blood-thinning drugs, birth control pills, chemotherapy, HIV/AIDS medications,
and drugs to prevent organ rejection
after a transplant. Also, avoid taking
St. John’s wort while taking antidepressants — the combination can
cause serious side effects.
SAMe. This dietary supplement
is a synthetic form of a chemical
that occurs naturally in the body.
SAMe (pronounced sam-E) is short
for S-adenosylmethionine (es-

uh-den-o-sul-muh-THIE-o-neen).
SAMe isn’t approved by the FDA
to treat depression in the U.S., but
it’s used in Europe as a prescription drug to treat depression. SAMe
may be helpful, but more research
is needed. In higher doses, SAMe
can cause nausea and constipation.
Do not use SAMe if you’re taking a
prescription antidepressant — the
combination may lead to serious
side effects.
Omega-3 fatty acids. These
fats are found in cold-water fish,
flaxseed, flax oil, walnuts and some
other foods. Omega-3 supplements
are being studied as a possible
treatment for depression and for
depressive symptoms in people with
bipolar disorder. While considered
generally safe, the supplement
can have a fishy taste, and in high
doses, it may interact with other
medications. Although eating foods
with omega-3 fatty acids appears to
have heart-healthy benefits, more
research is needed to determine
if it has an effect on preventing or
improving depression.
DEPRESSION
• Sadness, feeling down, having
a loss of interest or pleasure in daily
activities - these are symptoms
familiar to all of us. But, if they persist and affect our life substantially,
it may be depression.
• According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
7.6 percent of people over the age
of 12 have depression in any 2week period. This is substantial and
shows the scale of the issue.

HEALTH AND HOME
Saffron. Saffron extract may
improve symptoms of depression,
but more study is needed. High
doses can cause significant side
effects.
5-HTP. The supplement called
5-hydroxytryptophan (hi-drok-seeTRIP-to-fan), also known as 5-HTP,
is available over-the-counter in
the U.S., but requires a prescription in some countries. The use of
5-HTP may play a role in improving
serotonin levels, a chemical that
affects mood — but evidence is only
preliminary, and more research is
needed. There is a safety concern
that using 5-HTP may cause a
severe neurological condition, but

the link is not clear.
DHEA. Dehydroepiandrosterone (dee-hi-droe-ep-e-anDROS-tur-own), also called
DHEA, is a hormone that your
body makes. Changes in levels
of DHEA have been linked to
depression. Several preliminary
studies show improvement in
depression symptoms when
taking DHEA as a dietary supplement — however, more research
is needed. Although it’s usually well tolerated, DHEA has
potentially serious side effects,
especially if used in high doses or
long term. DHEA made from soy
or wild yam is not effective.

